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Ultrasensitive, fast, thin-film differential scanning calorimeter
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The equipment for an ultrasensitive, fast, thin-film differential scanning calorimetry@~TDSC! or
nanocalorimetry# technique is described. The calorimetric cell~;0.30 cm2! operates by applying a
short ~;10 ms! dc current pulse~;10 mA! to a thin ~;50 nm! patterned metal strip, which is
supported by a thin~;50 nm! SiNx membrane. The calorimeter operates at high heating rates
~15–200 K/ms! and is very sensitive~30 pJ/K!. The design of the calorimeter, the timing/
synchronization methods, as well as the choice of key components of the instrument are discussed.
Comparisons are made between two dc pulsing circuits that generate the current, a battery powered
system and a system based on discharge of an assembly of charged capacitors~recommended!.
Design concepts for the differential as well as a simplified nondifferential technique are discussed
and evaluated via experiments on thin films of indium. The differential design shows an increase in
sensitivity, making it suitable for small samples. The custom made electronic circuits are also
described, including the design of a preamplifier with low~283! and high~7003! gain options,
which are also compared using experimental data. Noise considerations are critical for the method.
Simple models which describe noise levels in the calorimetric data are given and methods for
reducing noise are discussed in detail. The sources of noise in the instrument are discussed in terms
of both fundamental factors such as Johnson noise of the metal strip, as well as the limiting
attributes of the sensing and pulsing circuits and instrumentation. These limiting attributes include
spurious signals generated by desorption of ambient gases from the sensor, ground loops, switching
regulators, and missing codes in analog-to-digital converter instruments. Examples of the
experimental data of heat capacityCp(T) of various thin films of indium, tin, and polystyrene are
presented. A complete data set of raw experimental values is included for a 20 nm sample of Sn
which shows the values of current and voltage of both the sample and reference sensors, as well as
the differential voltage and the final values of the heat capacity. ©2004 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1633000#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin-film differential scanning calorimetry@~TDSC!, or
nanocalorimetry# is a technique by which to probe the the
mophysical properties of films with nanometer-scale thi
ness. TDSC has been used in investigations of the me
properties of small~down to 2 nm diameter! supported par-
ticles of In, Sn, and Al~Refs. 1–3, and references therein!,
microscopic monocrystals of polyethylene,4 and glass transi-
tion in 1–400 nm thick films of polystyrene, poly~2-vinyl
pyridine!, and poly~methyl methacrylate! ~Ref. 5 and refer-
ences therein!. Similar methods have been discussed6 and
used to study melting and crystallization in line
polyethylene.7 Fabrication of the microelectromechanic
system~MEMS!-based sensor~calorimetro cell! and basic
data processing are described elsewhere.8,9 Here we discuss
in detail the equipment needed for the nanocalorimetry te
nique and the hardware-introduced uncertainties of
method.

II. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The TDSC sensors are fabricated by a standard mic
thographic process on Si wafers. The sensor consists o

a!Electronic mail: L-ALLEN9@uiuc.edu
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extremely thin~30–400 nm thick! SiNx membrane supported
by a Si frame, as illustrated in Fig. 1~top plot!. The lateral
dimensions of the membrane are several millimeters. A t
~typically 50 nm thick! metal strip is fabricated on the top o
the sensor across the membrane. The typical width of
strip is 0.5 mm. Fabrication of the TDSC sensors is discus
in detail elsewhere.8 Figure 1 ~bottom plot! gives a brief
schematic of the microfabrication process.

The sample investigated is deposited either directly o
the metal strip or onto the SiNx side beneath the strip. Durin
operation~calorimetric scan!, a pulse of current is applied
through the metal strip. The strip serves both as a heater
as a thermometer. Only the part of the strip placed on
membrane far from the Si frame can be heated effectiv
Metallization on the frame remains cold due to the high h
capacity of thick~typically 0.25 mm! and massive~in com-
parison with the membrane! Si frame. The temperature of th
center~working! part of the heater on the membrane can
measured by its resistance. To do this, the voltage across
working part of heaterV is monitored during the scan vi
patterned electrical probes~see Fig. 1!. Using the value of
current I through the heater, also monitored during the e
periment, resistanceR and temperatureT as functions of time
t can be calculated. The simplified circuitry used for th
© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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measurement is illustrated in Fig. 2. TheR(T) function
should be evaluated by a calibration procedure prior to
experiment.

The working part of the heater, the sample on it~if any!,
and the part of SiNx beneath it form a calorimetriccell. Us-
ing high current, it is possible to approach adiabatic work
conditions, since the extremely fast heating rate provides
time for dissipation of the heat from the cell to its surroun
ings. In this case, all Joule heat, with powerP5IV generated
by the heater, is consumed by an increase in the tempera
of the cell:

P~ t !dt5CP~T!dT, ~1!

FIG. 1. Top plot: Planar and cross-sectional views of a typical TDSC se
with a sample on it~not to scale!. Bottom plot: Cross-sectional view of th
sensor at nine points during microfabrication.~a! Low stress SiNx is depos-
ited on both sides of a wafer using low pressure chemical vapor depos
~b! Both sides of a wafer are coated with photoresist.~c! A photoresist layer
is patterned and developed.~d! A section of the SiNx is etched away by
reactive ion etching.~e! The photoresist is removed and the exposed S
etched in an alkaline solution.~f! A photoresist layer is spun onto the fron
side of the wafer.~g! The photoresist layer is patterned, the tone of t
exposure is reversed, and the photoresist layer is developed.~h! A metal
layer is deposited on the front side of the wafer.~i! The finished wafer after
a lift-off procedure.
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whereCP(T) is the total heat capacity of the cell.CP(T) is
the sum of the heat capacity of the empty cell~addenda!
CP

cell(T), which can be measured in a separate~idle! experi-
ment, and the heat capacity of the sampleCP

SMP(T).
The remarkably low thickness of the cell constituen

i.e., the heater and the membrane, provides an extrem
small addenda, which is key to high sensitivity of the TDS
method. However, this characteristic of the sensor in itsel
not enough to achieve the sensitivity demonstrated.1 Thedif-
ferential scheme greatly improves the measurement. T
sensors are used in this case, one with sample material
~thesamplesensor! and the other without~the referencesen-
sor!, as illustrated in Fig. 3. During a scan, synchroniz
pulses of current from two separate supplies are applie
the sensors. Figure 4 shows an example of typical raw
perimental data. Current through the heatersI S and I R @Fig.
4~a!#, voltage across the heatersVS andVR @Fig. 4~b!#, and
differential voltageDV @Fig. 4~e!# are monitored during the
experiment~where indicesSandR are the sample and refer
ence sensors, respectively!. It has been shown,9 that the use-
ful signal, i.e., the heat capacity of the sample, is roug
proportional to the derivative ofDV over time@demonstrated
in Fig. 4~e!#: CP

SMP}dDV/dt. The I S , I R , VS , andVR data
are used to calculate the resistance of heatersRS and RR

@shown in Fig. 4~c!# and temperature of calorimetric cellsTS

and TR @Fig. 4~d!#. The final output, the heat capacity o
sampleCP

SMP as a function of sample temperatureTS ~calo-
rimetric curve!, is shown in Fig. 4~f!.

Typical experimental parameters are as follows. T
heating rates are from 15 to 200 K/ms. The scanning te
perature interval is from room temperature to 300 °C; t
corresponds to 1.5–20 ms scan time. For the typical h
capacity of an empty cell of 500–1000 nJ/K and resista

or

n.

s

FIG. 2. Nondifferential scheme of TDSC.

FIG. 3. Differential scheme of TDSC.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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181Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 75, No. 1, January 2004 Ultrasensitive, fast, thin-film DSC
of 50–150V ~for a Pt heater!, the current through the heate
is 10–50 mA and the voltage across it is 1–5 V. To g
temperature resolution of about 1 K per reading, all electrica
parameters are typically measured at a sampling rate of
ksamples/s~100 kHz!.

III. DSC EQUIPMENT

A. Error analysis: Nondifferential mode

To analyze hardware requirements in the case of the n
differential variant of the TDSC method, we will expre
errors in sample heat capacity using distributions of exp
mentally measured values ofVIS andVS ~see Fig. 2!. Let us
assume that the values of voltage measurement have ran
normally distributed deviations. We characterize these de
tions in the voltage data by the root-mean-square~rms! value
of deviation«V , which we refer to as the voltageerror or
noise. Let «VIS and«VS be voltage errors~noise! of VIS and
VS , respectively. According to Eq.~1!, the heat capacity o
the cell is found to be

CP5
P

dT/dt
. ~2!

The term with the most noise,dT/dt, is calculated using
RS(t), which, in turn, is calculated fromVIS andVS . Using
the relationship

1

RS

dRS

dt
5a

dT

dt
, ~3!

FIG. 4. ~a!–~e! Raw experimental data and~f! final result for TDSC mea-
surement of the 20 nm Sn film deposited on the sensor with Pt metalliza
A current pulse of 8 ms duration starts at 1 ms.~a! Current through the
heaters,~b! voltage across them,~c! heater resistance and~d! temperature for
both the sample and reference sensors. Data for resistance and tempe
are not valid when there is no current applied~,1 ms and.9 ms!. ~e!
Differential voltage and its derivative over time;~f! the finalCP(T) curve of
the sample.
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wherea is the temperature coefficient of the resistivity, a
noting from the circuit in Fig. 2 that

I S5
VS

RS
5

VIS

RIS
, ~4!

the dT/dt term can be expressed as

dT

dt
5

1

aRS

d@RIS~VS /VIS!#

dt
5

1

aVS

dVS

dt
2

1

aVIS

dVIS

dt
.

~5!

Numerically, for bothVIS and VS , the derivativedV/dt is
expressed as (Vi 112Vi)/Dt, whereVi and Vi 11 are con-
secutive data points of voltage measurements andDt is the
reciprocal of sampling frequencyf S :

Dt5
1

f S
. ~6!

Therefore, for the derivativesdVIS /dt anddVS /dt, the
errors ~noise! are&«VIS /Dt and&«VS/Dt, respectively.
The error~noise! of dT/dt («dT/dt) can be expressed via th
errors of two terms in Eq.~5!:

«dT/dt
2 5

2«VS
2

a2VS
2~Dt !2 1

2«VIS
2

a2VIS
2 ~Dt !2

5
2«VS

2

a2VS
2~Dt !2 F11S «VIS

«VS

RS

RIS
D 2G ~7!

@for the last transformation we use Eq.~4!#. The fractional
error ofCP(dCp), which is practically equal to the fractiona
error of the derivativedT/dt (ddT/dt), can be expressed us
ing Eq. ~7!:

dCp'ddT/dt5
&«VS

aVSDtS dT

dt D
A11S «VIS

«VS

RS

RIS
D 2

. ~8!

ValuesVS anddT/dt are mutually dependent. Using the fo
mula P5VS

2/RS and Eq.~2!, we can expressVS as

VS5ARSCP

dT

dt
. ~9!

The value oftemperature resolution rT for a TDSC scan can
be determined as a difference in temperature for two c
secutive readings:

r T5Dt
dT

dt
. ~10!

For simplicity, we assume that the heat capacity
sampleCP

SMP is much less than the heat capacity of the c
itself: CP

SMP!CP . This is also the most interesting case, b
cause whenCP

SMP is comparable with the addenda or ev
larger, the signal is strong enough to be much larger than
noise in experimental output.

In order to obtainCP
SMP, the heat capacity of cellCP

should be measured twice~both with and without the
sample!. Then, by combining Eqs.~6! and~8!–~10! the frac-
tional error ofCP

SMP(dCpSMP) can be approximated by

n.

ture
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dCpSMP'&
dCpCP

CP
SMP

5
2«VSACP

ar T
3/2CP

SMPARSf S

A11S «VIS

«VS

RS

RIS
D 2

. ~11!

Note that the heat capacities in the last equation can be e
estimated using the following formulas:

CP5 lw~cMerMehMe1cSiNrSiNhSiN! ~12!

and

CP
SMP5 lwcSMPrSMPhSMP, ~13!

wherec is specific heat capacity,r is the specific density,h is
the thickness,l is the distance between two voltage probesw
is the width of the heater strip, and indices Me, SiN, a
SMP denote metal of the metallization layer, SiNx , and the
sample, respectively. ParameterhSMP has a special meanin
of the averagesample thickness if the sample is a disco
tinuous film or does not cover the working part of the hea
entirely.

According to Eq.~11!, minimization of voltage noise«V

~both «VS and«VIS) is crucial for sensitivity in a nondiffer-
ential calorimetric experiment. The value of«V is an impor-
tant metrologic characteristic which can typically be found
documentation of voltmeters@or analog-to-digital converter
~ADCs!#. «V depends on the regime of the voltmeter: t
range, sampling rate, etc. A properly chosen range can s
ciently decrease measurement error. Generally,«V is reduced
by narrowing the measurement range, either by decrea
the range of amplitude, or changing from bipolar to unipo
mode. Unipolar mode can be used because bothVIS andVS

are unipolar.
According to Eq.~11! ~the last radical term!, increasing

of the value of current measurement resistorRIS can also
improve noise characteristics. Some limitations of t
th
s
-

,

iva
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method are discussed in Sec. III G3. Note that increasingRIS

can also lead to an increase in the range of its correspon
ADC and, subsequently, to an increase in noise«VIS . In a
properly optimized system, the last radical term in Eq.~11!
would be close to unity so a simplified expression fordCpSMP

can be used:

dCpSMP'
2ACP

ar T
3/2CP

SMPARSf S

«VS. ~14!

Figure 5 illustrates a calorimetric curve obtained by t
nondifferential method. Using Eq.~11! and the experimenta
parameters in the caption of Fig. 5 («VIS580 mV, «VS

5120 mV, RIS520 V, RS570 V, a50.0019 K21, CP

5650 nJ/K, CP
SMP5450 nJ/K, f S5100 kHz, dT/dt

535 K/ms, number of scans2100! we can estimate

FIG. 5. Calorimetric curve obtained by nondifferential mode TDSC. T
curve is an average of 100 scans. Sample: 100 nm thick indium dep
Parameters for error estimation~close to room temperature!: ADCs:«VIS

580mV, «VS5120mV. RIS520V. Sensor with platinum metallization
a50.0019 K21, RS570V. CP50.65mJ/K, heating rate 35 K/ms.
dCpSMPuR.T.'
1

A100 scans
3

23A650 nJ/K3120 mV3A11@~80 mV/120 mV!3~70 V/20 V!#2

0.0019 K213~35 K/ms/100 kHz!3/23A70 V3100 kHz3450 nJ/K
50.10.
d
ror

o ob-

a-
For comparison with Fig. 5, the peak-to-peak value of
absolute error at room temperature~RT! can be estimated a
0.103450 nJ/K36'300 nJ/K, which is in excellent agree
ment with the data presented in Fig. 5.

B. Error analysis: Differential mode

For analysis of noise in differential mode~see the
scheme in Fig. 3!, let us start with an approximate equation9

CP
SMP'2

VR

aRRR~dTR /dt!2 3
dDV

dt
. ~15!

Index R denotes the reference sensor or circuit. The der
tive of differential voltageDV over time t is typically the
term with most noise in Eq.~15!. As in Sec. III A, we assume
e

-

that the noise ofDV is random and normally distributed, an
characterize it by the rms value of deviations, voltage er
«DV . Similar to in Sec. III A, the error ofdDV/dt is
&«DV /Dt. Since the fractional error ofCP

SMP (dCpSMP) is
close to the fractional error ofdDV/dt, one finds that

dCpSMP'
2VR«DV

aRRRDt~dTR /dt!2CP
SMP. ~16!

Note that an additional& coefficient is added to Eq.~16!
because two heat capacity measurements are required t
tain CP

SMP ~one with and one without the sample!. VR and
dTR /dt are mutually dependent. As in Sec. III A, combin
tion of Eqs.~6!, ~9!, ~10!, and~16! gives
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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dCpSMP'
2ACP

ar T
3/2CP

SMPARSf S

«DV . ~17!

Here we assume thata and the resistance of both the samp
and reference sensors are the same.
pl
th
tu

a
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f
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n
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Figure 6 illustrates the calorimetric curve obtained
the differential method. Using Eq.~17! and the experimenta
parameters in the caption of Fig. 6 («DV5500 mV, RS570
V, a50.0019 K21, CP5650 nJ/K, CP

SMP513 nJ/K, f S

5100 kHz,dT/dt540 K/ms, number of scans2100, gain
of the preamplifierg5228) we can estimate
dCpSMPuR.T.'
1

A100 scans
3

23A650 nJ/K3500 mV/ u228u

0.0019 K213~40 K/ms/100 kHz!3/23A70 V3100 kHz313 nJ/K
50.17,
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where 13 nJ/K is roughly the heat capacity of the sam
close to room temperature. For comparison with Fig. 6,
peak-to-peak value of the absolute error at room tempera
can be estimated to be 0.17313 nJ/K36'13 nJ/K, which is
in excellent agreement with the data presented in Fig. 6.

Note that, in comparison with the nondifferential me
surement in Fig. 5, the differential measurement in this
ample gives about (300 nJ/K)/(13nJ/K)'20-fold improve-
ment in the noise level. Other parameters of these
measurements are close to each other, except that o
noise characteristics of the ADC forDV measurements
(DV– ADC), which are even worse than those of the AD
used in the nondifferential experiment in shown in Fig. 5

The nature of the demonstrated advantage of the dif
ential method becomes clear if we compare expressions
fractional errors in nondifferential (dCpSMP

nondif ) and differential
(dCpSMP

dif ) methods@see Eqs.~14! and ~17!#:

dCpSMP
nondif

dCpSMP
dif 5

«VS

«DV
. ~18!

For small samples, the measured differential signalDV is
close to zero. Consequently, theDV– ADC range of mea-
surement can be effectively reduced, which causes a l
reduction in the noise level«DV ~see the note about choosin
the range of measurement in Sec. III A!. In most cases, the

FIG. 6. Calorimetric curve obtained by regular~differential! mode TDSC.
The curve is an average of 100 scans. Sample: 2 nm thick indium dep
Parameters for error estimation~close to room temperature!:
DV– ADC:«DV5500mV, 100 kHz sampling rate, with preamplifier, gai
g5228. Sensor with platinum metallization,a50.0019 K21, CP

50.65mJ/K, heating rate 40 K/ms.RS570V.
e
e
re

-
-

o
the

s

r-
or

ge

simplest method for reducing theDV– ADC range is using a
preamplifier with an absolute value of gainugu.1 and neg-
ligible noise. In this case, the effective noise ofDV– ADC
would be smaller than the specified value by factor ofugu.
That is, a preamplifier with gaing5228 makesdCpSMP for
a differential measurement~in the example above! much
smaller than for a nondifferential one.

However, it should be noted that decreasing the noise
DV– ADC by using preamplifiers with large gain has limit
tions. Since, in practice,DV is not exactly zero even fo
infinitesimal samples, using large gains would lead to ov
range conditions. Additionally, some types of noise in t
TDSC assembly~i.e., noise of the current supply, therm
noise of the sensors, internal noise of the preamplifier! scale
with the gain of the preamplifier and become a domin
factor at large enough gains. These issues are discuss
detail in Secs. III E–III G.

A related problem is the choice between differential a
nondifferential modes of operation for the given sample. F
samples with heat capacities much smaller than the adde
(CP

SMP!CP
cell), differential mode usually is the only choice

However, whenCP
SMP is comparable withCP

cell or larger~for
simplicity, average thicknesses of the sample and the wo
ing part of sensor can be compared instead of heat cap
ties!, the signal will be large enough to make using the no
differential mode feasible. In this case of a strong signal,
gain of the preamplifier should be small enough to prev
overrange conditions. However, with a decrease in gain,
difference in sensitivity between two modes vanishes, an
technically more simple nondifferential mode can be mo
favorable.

C. Error analysis: Additional considerations

The following considerations are applicable both f
nondifferential and differential modes of TDSC.

NoisedCpSMP can also be effectively reduced at the e
pense of the temperature resolution,r T : dCpSMP}r T

23/2 @see
Eqs.~11! and ~17!#. It is worth noting that simple box aver
aging ~smoothing! of the CP(T) curve is not effective, be-
cause any improvement in noise would be proportional o
to r T

21/2. A more detailed discussion can be foun
elsewhere.9

Averaging of more than one scans is an effective a
practical way to reduce the noise. Generally,dCpSMP

it.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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}1/AN, where N is the number of scans to be average
However, there are limitations to this method. First, time
of concern. For example, 100-fold improvement would ta
about 3 h of scanning~10 000 s! with a typical time of 1 s
between consecutive scans. Second, only repeatable s
can be averaged. Irreversible processes such as decom
tion, coalescence, desorption, etc. should be recorded
single scan. Third, averaging assumesrandomnoise. Gener-
ally, all voltmeters are characterized by some level ofspuri-
ous signals, which are not random and will not vanish durin
averaging. The extreme example of the spurious signal is
missing codes effect, when the transfer function of the ADC
is so nonlinear that some codes cannot be reached at
input value of voltage. The example of TDSC measurem
where theVIS voltmeter has missing codes, is shown
Fig. 7.

Using the methods of noise suppression discussed ab
it is possible to increase the resolution of the heat capa
measurement to 30 pJ/K~or better!, which is equivalent to
resolution of 0.04 Å of average thickness of deposited
dium film.3

D. ADCs used in TDSC: Additional considerations

Most ADCs, which can serve asDV– ADCs, can work
also as ADCs forVIS , VIR , VS , and VR measurements
However, TDSC optimization makes different demands
DV– ADC and ADCs for nondifferential~ND-ADCs! param-
eters.

Good dc characteristics are more important for N
ADCs. Calorimetric cell temperatureT is the most sensitive
parameter for errors such as significant offset, gain error,
integral nonlinearity. Using Eqs.~3! and ~4!, the error of
T(«T) is found to be

«T5
1

a
AdVS

2 1dVIS
2 , ~19!

wheredVS anddVIS are fractional errors ofVS andVIS . Due

FIG. 7. Effect of missing codes. Heat capacity vs temperature curve fo
nm thick spin-cast polystyrene film. VoltagesVIS and VIR are measured
using ADCs with missing codes. Inset: ADC output codes for theVIS value
vs the time of scan. Note that missing codes are of the typeN32M, where
N andM are integers~in this example, 18 432593211).
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to small values ofa, «T is sensitive todVS and dVIS . For
example,dVS5dVIS50.1% ~accuracyof 0.1% is not a bad
value for ADCs with 100 kHz sampling frequency! and a
50.0019 K21 ~from the examples discussed above! give «T

'0.7 K, which cannot be intolerated in some precise exp
ments.

In contrast,DV measurements are resistant to dc err
such as offset and gain error. SinceCP is proportional to the
DV derivative@Eq. ~15!#, the offset has no importance. Ga
error would proportionally magnify theCP value; since error
in the absoluteCP value of a few percent is typically accep
able, gain error is not very important either.

The ac characteristics are very important for both N
ADCs andDV– ADC, but the latter is typically more sens
tive. Frequency-domain specifications such as total harmo
distortion ~THD!, the spurious-free dynamic range~SFDR!,
or the signal-to-noise and distortion~SINAD! ratio charac-
terize the presence of spurious signals on theCP(T) curve.
An example of an extreme type of spurious signal, the m
ing codes effect, is shown in Fig. 7. It should be noted t
spurious signals significantly increase when the signal am
tude approaches the ADC range limit.

We conclude that an ADC optimized for accurate dc a
low-frequency ac measurements is more suitable as a
ADC, whereas an ADC optimized for precision ac-sign
analysis or high-quality audio applications is more approp
ate as theDV– ADC. ADCs with nominal resolution not les
than 16-bit and frequency band not less than from 0 to
kHz ~which corresponds to 50 kHz and more of sampli
and output frequency! are recommended. Low input imped
ance of the ADC provides shunting of the circuitry and d
creases the accuracy of temperature measurements. We
ommend input impedance greater than 1 MV. Note that only
ADCs with true differential inputs can be used; those w
pseudodifferential, single-ended or inputs polarized by a
means require an additional preamplifier with differential
puts~an example is shown in Fig. 8!. Inasmuch as a preamp
lifier is typically used forDV– ADC, this requirement for
DV– ADC is not important.

5
FIG. 8. Schematic electrical diagram of the preamplifier. All resistors
1% wire wound~preferred! or metal film type, and capacitors are mica
polystyrene type. Gaing can be easily varied by resistorR1. In the configu-
ration shown,g5241.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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Typically we use National Instruments NI5911 an
Hewlett-Packard HP3458A as theDV– ADC and Iotech
DaqBoard/2005 and ADC488 as the ND-ADC.

E. Differential mode: Acquisition of differential
voltage data

The initial DV-signal is amplified using a custommad
low-noise preamplifier with differential input and asymmet
cal output. Then, the amplified signal is digitized by a pre
sion DV-ADC. The principal circuitry of the preamplifier is
demonstrated in Fig. 8. The preamplifier is designed us
the classical scheme for an instrumentation amplifier.10 The
preamplifier is based on Linear Technology LT1028AC o
erational amplifiers with ultralow voltage and current spe
tral noise densities:eVopamp50.85 nV/AHz and eIopamp

51.0 pA/AHz, respectively~typical values, input referred
measured at 1 kHz frequency and ambient temperatur
25 °C!, and good high-speed characteristics~typical gain–
bandwidth GBW product value off GBW575 MHz).11 The
total input referred voltage noise densityeV of the preamp-
lifier can be expressed as

eV5A2eVopamp
2 12~eIopampRDV!21eVT

2 , ~20!

where the spectral density of thermal~Johnson! noiseeVT is
given by

eVT5A4kTRDV, ~21!

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.38310223 J/K) and
RDV is the resistance of the source of theDV signal. Typical
values ofT5300 K andRDV5200V ~for Pt metallization!
give eVT51.8 nV/AHz, which is significantly larger than
eIopampRDV50.2 nV/AHz andeVopamp. So, in this case, the
value of eV52.2 nV/AHz is determined largely byeVT .
Modifications of the sensor design can considerably red
the value ofRDV . Replacing Pt metallization by a Au on
decreasesRDV about fivefold; shortening the heater and i
creasing the thickness of the metallization will also redu
RDV . In this case the contribution of theeVopamp term will
grow and, at some point, can be the major type of no
Usingn operational amplifiers (n.1) in parallel11 can solve
this problem. The effective voltage noise densityeV of such
design will be reduced by a factor ofAn. Current noiseeI

will be increased by the same factor, but it will not increa
the total noise because in Eq.~20! the term with theeI value
contains a reducedRDV coefficient.

The gain of preamplifierg is a subject for special con
sideration. The output signal of the preamplifier is measu
by an DV– ADC, which is characterized by input referre
voltage noise densityeVADC . TheDV– ADC adds additional
noise to the value measured unless the gain of the prea
lifier is so high thateV3ugu@eVADC . On the other hand, the
gain of the preamplifier is limited by the amplitude of th
DV signal: after amplification this signal should not exce
the full scale input range of theDV– ADC device. For ex-
ample as shown in Fig. 4, the amplitude of the signal is;80
mV, and for the typical input range of610 V the gain should
not exceed 120.
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To keep the signal in the input range of the ADC witho
sacrificing signal-to-noise characteristics, several meth
have been used. Using the ADCs with ultrahigh resolut
gives the best results. An alternative is using a preampli
with regulated gain. In this case, the low gain values can
used for massive samples with a highDV signal~when there
is no increase in noise seen in the strong signal!, while the
high gain values can be useful for small samples. Howe
even in small sample and idle experiments, theDV signal
can be high enough so as to limit the possible gain value
to nonideal matching of the sample and reference sens
Figure 9 demonstrates a typicalDV signal for the idle ex-
periment. Although theDV signal shown in Fig. 9 is rela-
tively small ~;10 mV! because both sensors are match w
the gain would be limited to 1000~10 V/10 mV! for a typical
DV– ADC input range of610 V. If we cared to measure th
transient process at the beginning of the scan shown in F
~at 1 ms!, it would require gain less than 500~10 V/20 mV!.

To reject the strongDV signal caused by the differenc
in sensors, a special method can be used. As schemati
illustrated in Fig. 10~a!, a low gain preamplifier with gaing1

is used to acquire data~low-gain baseline! from the first idle
experiment. Then, in the additional idle experiment and d
ing the experiment with the sample, the baseline is repea
by a function generator@a digital-to-analog converte
~DAC!#, and is subtracted from the signal by an addition
operational amplifier. The result of the subtraction is ad
tionally amplified~with gain g2) and filtered. The total gain
for the signal, measured byDV– ADC, is equal tog1g2

FIG. 9. TypicalDV(t) dependence in an idle experiment. This measurem
was made before the measurements shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 10. ~a! Block diagram of baseline signal subtraction for the high-ga
(g13g2) method. The dashed line is used to acquire data in the first
experiment. Then, in the second idle experiment and the experiment with
sample, the baseline accumulated is subtracted from the signal and the
is additionally amplified.~b! Block diagram of the regular~low-gain!
method.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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~high-gain measurement!. The additional idle experimen
gives the baseline for the high-gain measurement. The
quence of data acquisition is illustrated in Fig. 11. The st
dard data acquisition circuitry is shown in Fig. 10~b! for
comparison. Technically, repeatable generation of a
noise signal is easier than digitizing a signal with the sa
signal-to-noise ratio. For this scheme, illustrated in F
10~a!, we use a 12-bit Hewlett-Packard 33120A 15 MH
function/arbitrary wave form generator with a Hewle
Packard HP3458A voltmeter as the ADC. An example
improvement in the data achieved by this method is show
Fig. 12. Curve~1! obtained using high-gain measureme
@Fig. 10~a!#, is significantly less noisy than curve~2! ob-
tained by low-gain measurement@Fig. 10~b!#. Note that the
decreased noise level in the high-gain curve~1! allows us to
resolve the fine structure of the melting peak~shown in Fig.
12 between 1.5 and 3 ms! of deposited indium clusters.2

F. Differential mode: Current source

The differential mode of TDSC sets special requireme
on the noise level of the current source that feeds the he

FIG. 11. DV data acquired in the baseline subtraction method.~1! Initial
DV signal in the low-gain (g15228) measurement~the first idle experi-
ment!. ~2! High-gain (g1g25704) baseline acquired in the second idle e
periment.~3! DV data acquired in the experiment with the sample~0.4 nm
thick indium deposit!. All curves are averages of 100 scans from roo
temperature up to about 300 °C.

FIG. 12. ~1! d(DV)/dt signal obtained in high-gaing1g25704 and~2!
low-gain g15228 measurement. Sample: 0.4 nm thick indium depo
Curve ~1! is shifted vertically for clarity. Both curves are averages of 1
scans from room temperature up to about 300 °C.
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of the sensor. To get the best results, the voltage noise in
heatereVH caused by noise of the current through the hea
eIH , should be much less than the thermal noise in the he
eVTH . HereeVH , eIH , andeVTH are spectral noise densitie
eVH5RSeIH , and eVTH5A4kTRS. Typical values of T
5300 K and RS570V ~for Pt metallization! give eVTH

51.1 nV/AHz, soeIH should be much less than 16 pA/AHz.
In order to achieve this level of current noise, no active re
lators of the current are used in the current source, as ca
seen in Figs. 2 and 3. For typical values ofVSUP520 V and
RA51 kV, eIH5A4kT/(RA1RS)53.9 pA/AHz. It is rec-
ommended that one use high quality components for the
rent source. We typically use low-noise stable wire-wou
resistors~for example, Vishay Dale RS-2B!,12 and logic level
N-channel enhancement-mode metal–oxide–semicondu
field-effect transistors~MOSFETs! with low resistance in the
open state as switches~for example, the Fairchild Semicon
ductor RF1K490088,13 with resistance at open stateRDS(on)

50.06V, or the RFP30N06LE, withRDS(on)50.047V).
Another important aspect of the design is that both c

rent sources~for the sample and reference sensors! should be
precisely ac and dcdecoupled, both from each other and
from laboratory power lines. The whole system should
grounded at one point~typically the middle of the connection
between the low-potential probes of sensors, as show
Fig. 3!. Neglecting these requirements creates ground lo
and introduces significant spurious signals. This effect is
lustrated in Fig. 13, where the initial signal~curve 1! and the
signal after decoupling of the current source from pow
lines ~curve 2! are shown. Note that spurious signals caus
by ground loops typically appear as periodic signals w
frequency of ac power and its second harmonic~60 and 120
Hz, respectively, in the U.S.!.

Decoupling the current sources can be done in differ
ways. We have used two different types of current source
order to decouple the sources from each other and from
laboratory power lines. The first is based on the use of~off-
the-shelf! 9 V batteries and the second is based on use
high quality capacitors. We have found that the capac
system is better due to its long-term stability as well as
excellent scan-to-scan reproducibility. Details of each type

.

FIG. 13. ~1! Spurious signals in theDV signal. For comparison~2! the same
curve for decoupled current sources is presented. Both curves repres
single scan with no current through the sensors.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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current source are now discussed. The most simple on
using batteries as a power supply. Figure 14 schematic
illustrates this. The disadvantage of this method is that
discharge characteristics of batteries are not stable from
to scan. Additionally, the voltage of the supplies should
monitored during the experiment to prevent failure caused
the limited electrical capacity of batteries. We have fou
that stability characteristics strongly depend on the type
battery used. We typically use Duracell 9 V PC1604 batte
with an alkaline Zn–MnO2 electrochemical system, made
the U.S., and Ultralife 9 V U9VL batteries14 with a
Li–MnO2 system, made in the U.S. Each current sup
typically contains two batteries connected serially.

A more advanced current source exploits capacitors
power storage medium instead of batteries. A capacitor-ba
battery replacement for the current supply is shown in F
15. The capacitors are recharged before each scan by
power supply, fed by laboratory ac power lines. During t
scan, the capacitors are disconnected from the dc power
ply. Typically, discharge of the capacitors during the scan
less than 1%. For example, for 20 V of initial voltage,
typical assembly with 5000mF of total capacity stores
20 V35000mF50.1 C of charge; the typical scan shown
Fig. 4 consumes about 18 mA38 ms'0.14 mC. We typi-
cally use high-stability, high-frequency wet tantalum capa

FIG. 14. Battery-based current source.

FIG. 15. Capacitor-based replacement for the battery-based current s
shown in Fig. 14.
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tors ~for example, the Vishay Sprague 135D and M39006!.15

Good ac decoupling can be achieved by minimizi
parasitic electric capacitance between the current supply
all ac-fed, dc power supplies. Switches, which conn
energy-accumulating capacitors and dc power suppl
should have negligible capacitance across an open con
tion. Electromechanical relays usually meet this requirem

Since accumulating data from many scans is our us
practice, the repeatability of scans is important. Repeatab
of the voltage across the energy-storing capacitors be
each scan can be improved by using additional relays
charge the capacitor, as shown in Fig. 15. After being d
charged in a scan, the capacitors are first recharged throu
regular relay with high current capacity and a curre
limiting resistor. After some time interval, a mercury w
relay makes an additional connection between the capa
and the dc power supply. Mercury contacts provide ne
gible contact resistance even for small charge currents a
end of the charging procedure, and thus ensure repeatab
of the voltage on the capacitor. Additionally, the dc pow
supply for charging the main energy-accumulating capac
should be stable. We typically use a Hewlett-Packa
E3632A dc power supply with output voltage stability
60.02%61 mV.

G. Differential mode: Additional considerations

1. Heating rates: Hardware limitations

As mentioned above, the typical heating rates are
tween 15 and 200 K/ms. Experimentally, the heating ra
are controlled either by adjusting the value of the resisto
the heater circuit~see Figs. 2, 3, and 14! or ~more rarely! by
adjusting the voltage of the current supply. The range of
heating rate is limited by two main factors. As the heati
rate is lowered, heat loss to the surroundings increases
the system departs from the ideal adiabatic condition. In
dition, at lower rates, the overall uniformity of the temper
ture deteriorates, especially at the edges of the cell. Altho
we can partially compensate for the heat loss,9 correction for
the temperature nonuniformity requires additional investi
tion. Consequently, to achieve adiabatic conditions with
present cell design, the heating rate should be significa
larger than the passive cooling rate of the cell, which is ty
cally 1–2 K/ms in the 100–200 °C temperature range.

The upper limit of the heating rate is set by transie
processes mostly at the start of a scan@for example, see Figs
4~e!, 9, 11, 12, 18#. These processes typically take a fe
tenths of a millisecond. To reduce transient processes, a
the equipment that is connected directly to the sensors~e.g.,
the current supply and ADCs!, should be in close proximity
and linked by short connecting wires.

Interestingly, the temperature lag effect typically is no
limiting factor for the upper value of the heating rates in t
TDSC technique. The lag between the temperature of
thermometer and the average temperature of the samp
inherent for dynamic methods and is a common problem
conventional DSC.16 Nevertheless, for typical samples use
in TDSC measurements, the thickness does not exceed
eral hundred nanometers and the temperature gradient a

ply
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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the sample–membrane–heater ‘‘sandwich’’ is negligible. T
lag in temperature can be estimated using the following h
transfer considerations. An insulated thick plate with thic
nessh is suddenly exposed to constant heat inputq on the
front side of the plate. Above Fourier numberF05st/rch2

50.5 the drop in temperatureDT across the plate is constan
DT5qh/2s, where s is the thermal conductivity of the
plate.17 Noting thatq5rchdT/dt and using the characteris
tic thermal diffusion~TD! time tTD5h2rc/s, one can ex-
pressDT5(tTD/2)(dT/dt) andF05t/tTD . One of the worst
cases of samples, investigated by the TDSC method, w
400 nm thick polystyrene film.5 Using r51.043 g/cm3,18 c
51.223 J g21 K21, and s50.105 W m21 K21, the tTD

'2 ms. This means that, after about 1ms, the difference in
temperature across the sample is about 0.2 K even at
highest heating rate of 200 K/ms used. Note that, using t
cal ADCs with a 100 ksample/s sampling rate, there is 2
resolution at the same heating rate, which is much larger t
DT. So, even for this extreme case the lag in temperatur
negligible. Nevertheless, it is good practice to test the sys
being investigated for thermal conductivity problems, wh
possible. This can usually be done using different hea
rates.16 Thermal processes in the sample used for this
should exhibit no inherent dependence on the heating
~melting of crystals, etc.!. For example, Fig. 16 demonstrate
the absence of the thermal lag effect in a 5 nmthick discon-
tinuous In film. The shift of the melting peak is comparab
to the temperature resolution of the measurement~the dis-
tance between experimental points!.

2. Real-time control and time reproducibility

The TDSC equipment in differential mode requires sy
chronization between events such as the start and finis
current pulses through the sensors, the timing of charge
pacitors, and the triggering of measurement devices. G
synchronization and repeatability of all time intervals a
achieved by using a simple, microcontroller-based con
device, e.g., a pattern generator~PG!, as illustrated in Fig.
17. The PG acquires the time schedule for the experim
from the computer and then controls the measurement

FIG. 16. Heat capacity of a 5 nmthick indium film. The curves were col-
lected at different heating rates. Each curve is an average of 100 scans.
the temperature range near the melting peak is shown.
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cess in real time. Clocking of the PG is based on a stand
quartz resonator, which provides excellent frequency sta
ity ~650 ppm maximum for the currently used 8 MHz HC
49U crystal19!.

Good synchronization of current pulses also requires
MOSFET switches and their control circuitry. Ac and dc d
coupling of the MOSFET control circuitry from the PG ou
put is achieved by a high speed optocoupler~see Fig. 14!. We
typically use Hewlett-Packard HCPL-2400 optocoupler20

with a 40 MBd typical data rate. The MOSFET driver shou
generate high current pulses to speed up switching of
MOSFET transistor, but should not consume significant c
rent from the power supply, which has a limited capacity
stored energy. We typically use complementary MO
~CMOS! drivers with high output currents~six Schmitt-
trigger inverters, SN74ACT14N,21 with 624 mA output cur-
rent for each element and 1.5 mA maximal supply curren!.

Since the typical time interval between consecut
scans is 1 s, the operation timeto of all electromechanica
relays in the system should be much less than 1 s. We
miniature relays with a few milliseconds operation timeto

@Tyco V23026,22 to52 ms, SRC Devices LQ52,23 to

56 ms]. The maximum value ofto for the mercury wet
relays24 is 1.75 ms.

nly

FIG. 17. Real-time control system.

FIG. 18. Illustration of the sensitivity of the differential voltage@referred to
the output~RTO! of the preamplifier# to changes in values of adjustabl
resistorsRAS and RAR ~see Fig. 3!. The preamplifier gain is equal to 704
Each curve is an average of 100 scans from room temperature up to a
300 °C. Sample: 2 nm thick indium film~the step in each curve show
melting of the indium particles!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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3. Heater circuit adjustment

There is some degree of freedom in adjustment of
sensor’s heater circuitry. Generally, the first step in a typ
experiment is to establish a nominal heating rate. This
easily accomplished by coarse adjustment of the trimm
resistors,RAR andRAS ~see Fig. 2!. If the instrument is to be
used in differential mode, which has the potential for hi
sensitivity, the response of both heaters must be caref
matched on a very fine scale. This can be accomplished
adjusting resistor RAS and thus fine-tuning the ratio
RAS/RAR . Even small changes in this ratio will produce si
nificant changes in theDV(t) signal, as shown in Fig. 18.

Adjusting the circuitry to obtain a flatDV(t) ~as hori-
zontal as possible, like the second curve from the top in F
18! suppresses noise. There are several possible reason
this effect. During data processing, the noisy terms contai
in the d(DV)/dt factor are weighted less than other, le
noisy terms. From a hardware point of view, aDV(t) signal
that spans a small range collects fewer spurious signals.
scale signals are generally more affected by integral non
earity in an ADC transfer function. Moreover, an ADC tran
fer function may exhibit more errors upon an increase
d(DV)/dt. Additionally, making theDV(t) signal flatter
sometimes allows us to reduce the range of the ADC, wh
often gives an advantage in decreasing the noise level.

Adjustments in the trimming resistors in order to obta
a flat DV(t) are recommended for the idle experiment in
cases. However, care should be taken if adjustments are
formed in subsequent experiments with the sample. Only
justment of the sample circuitry~e.g., ofRAS) is allowed. It
is imperative that the reference circuitry~e.g.,RAR) remains
the same for both the idle and subsequent experiment
order to use corrections derived from the idle experime9

Additionally, after adjustment ofRAS in the experiment with
the sample, no simplified methods of calculation9 can be
used.

It is important to be able to reproducibly set and reset
resistance in the heater circuit many times over the cours
the experiment. An idle experiment typically includes ma
scans with different heating rates and, consequently, diffe
settings for the adjustable resistors. In subsequent exp
ments with the samples, these resistor values, at least fo
reference part of circuit, should be precisely reset to
original values. Because of this, the use of a precision re
tor decade as an adjustable resistor is strongly recommen
Trimming of the adjustable resistors can be made eit
manually or~preferably! electronically. In the latter case, e
fective ac and dc decoupling of the decade from the con
device~see the discussion in Sec. III E! should be made. We
control the decades by electromechanical relays~typically by
the Tyco V23026!.22

There are concerns about choosing the resistance v
of current measurement resistorsRIS and RIR ~Fig. 3!. As
mentioned in Sec. III A, increasing theRIS and RIR values
suppresses noise, but there are limits to these resistanc

Analog common inputs of all ADCs~or preamplifiers!
should be connected to the ground terminal, shown in Fig
to prevent excessive noise. IncreasingRIS andRIR increases
VIS andVIR values. The top inputs of theVIS andVIR volt-
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meters~as they appear in Fig. 3! have the highest common
mode potential~voltage between analog common and giv
inputs!. Typically, the common-mode potential should n
exceed 12–15 V~even if the voltage between signal inputs
within the voltmeter range limits!. Exceeding the common
mode potential can cause faulty measurements, parasitic
rent through the input to the analog ground and, ultimate
permanent ADC failure. Even within the range specified
the manufacturer, measurements close to the limit of
common-mode potential can introduce additional spurio
signals. As a rule of thumb, the voltage between the ana
ground and any ADC~or preamplifier! input should be kept
below 10 V all the time.

Additionally, largeRIS andRIR reduce the ability to ma-
nipulate the heating rate by adjustingRAS andRAR .

The voltage of the current supply is set to the high
possible level in order to minimize noise and changes
current during the scan, and is rarely adjusted.

4. Grounding considerations

As shown above, ground loops created by coupled c
rent supplies introduce intolerable noise in theDV data. This
clearly demonstrates that proper grounding, as well as shi
ing, is a critical part of TDSC equipment design. Comm
terminals of the analog part of all ADCs~and preamplifiers!
should be connected to one point, which is typically t
middle of the connection between low-potential probes
sensors, as shown in Fig. 3. All ground connections sho
be made with short, thick, copper, insulated wires. All sign
connectors should be as short as possible and should ha
grounded shield. Shielded twisted pairs are recommen
The vacuum chamber for TDSC should be metallic or s
rounded by metal, and all metal parts should be grounde

5. Additional noise sources

Noisy equipment in or near the laboratory can cause
rious problems. Vacuum chambers are typically equipp
with voltage regulators for different purposes~for example,
resistive heating forin situ deposition!. These usually use
solid-state regulators and are noisy. Generally, all impu

FIG. 19. Spectral components of high frequency noise in theDV signal
~FFT plot!. Components~1!–~3! and~5!–~7! are caused by the CRT monitor
and ~4! is caused by the on-line UPS.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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power devices are inherently noisy. For instance, by swit
ing an on-line uninterruptable power supply~UPS! to bypass
mode and replacing regular cathode ray tube~CRT! com-
puter monitors by liquid crystal displays~LCDs! we can re-
duce the noise significantly. Figure 19 demonstrates a typ
fast Fourier transform~FFT! plot for theDV signal acquired
by the setup equipped with a UPS and CRT monitor. Spec
components of the high frequency noise are caused by
CRT monitor @components~1!–~3! and ~5!–~7!# and by the
UPS @component~4!# shown in Fig. 19. Nevertheless, w
have found that modern switching-mode low-power supp
~such as computer power supplies! do not introduce notice-
able noise.

6. Vacuum-dependent spurious signals

Adsorption and desorption of contaminants~e.g., ad-
sorbed gases! in poor vacuum can generate significant spu
ous signals for small sample experiments, as illustrated
Fig. 20. Preheating the sensors by an additional scan im
diately before measurement usually reduces this probl
Nevertheless, in some cases, preheating the sensor wit
sample is not possible. This could be the case if the sam
were prepared a by special treatment, and the experim
probes the state of the sample right after this treatment. P
ing the heat capacity of a freshly annealed polymer film
one example.5 The preheating scan would destroy the state
the film. In such cases, improving vacuum conditions is r
ommended. Additionally, preheating/pulsing the referen
sensor is useful.
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FIG. 20. Illustration of spurious signals due to gas adsorption to the re
ence sensor for differential heat capacity measurements of 1.5 nm
spin-cast polystyrene film after 60 s annealing at 140 °C. Each curve re
sents one scan.~1! The pressure is 231028 Torr, and the reference sensor
prepulsed/heated.~2! The same vacuum, with no prepulsing/heating.~3! The
pressure is 231027 Torr, with no prepulsing/heating. The endothermic d
sorption process from the reference sensor~which looks like anexothermic
process in the film investigated! masks the glass transition in~2! and ~3!.
The curves offset for clarity.
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NOMENCLATURE

Variable
~parameter! Definition
CP heat capacity~J/K!
CP

cell heat capacity of empty cell~J/K!
CP

SMP heat capacity of the sample~J/K!
c specific heat capacity~J kg21 K21!
cMe specific heat capacity of the metallizatio

~J kg21 K21!
cSiN specific heat capacity of the SiNx membrane

~J kg21 K21!
cSMP specific heat capacity of the samp

~J kg21 K21!
eI input referred current spectral noise dens

~A/AHz!
eIH spectral noise density of current through t

heater~A/AHz!
eIopamp input referred current spectral noise density

an operational amplifier~A/AHz!
eV input referred voltage spectral noise dens

~V/AHz!
eVADC input referred voltage spectral noise density

an ADC ~V/AHz!
eVH spectral noise density of voltage across t

heater~V/AHz!
eVopamp input referred voltage spectral noise density

an operational amplifier~V/AHz!
eVT thermal ~Johnson! spectral noise density~V/

AHz!
eVTH thermal~Johnson! spectral noise density in th

heater~V/AHz!
F0 Fourier number
f S sampling frequency~Hz!
f GBW gain–bandwidth product~Hz!
g, g1 , g2 gain of the preamplifier
h thickness~m!
hMe thickness of the metallization~m!
hSiN thickness of the SiNx membrane~m!
hSMP thickness of the sample~m!
I current~A!
I S current through the sample cell heater~A!
I R current through the reference cell heater~A!
k Boltzmann constant (1.3831023 J/K!
l distance between two voltage probes~m!
N number of scans
n number of operational amplifiers in the parall

design
P power ~W!
q heat input~W/m2!
R resistance~V!
RS resistance of the sample cell heater~V!
RR resistance of the reference cell heater~V!
RADJ resistance of the adjustment resistor~V!
RAS resistance of the adjustment resistor in t

sample cell circuit~V!
RAR resistance of the adjustment resistor in the r

erence cell circuit~V!

r-
ck
e-
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RIS resistance of the current measurement resi
in the sample cell circuit~V!

RIR resistance of the current measurement resi
in the reference cell circuit~V!

RDS(on) resistance of the MOSFET switch in the op
state~V!

RDV resistance of the source ofDV ~V!
r T temperature resolution~K!
T temperature~K, °C!
DT drop in temperature across the plate~K!
t time ~s!
to relay operation time~s!
V voltage~V!
VS voltage across the sample cell heater~V!
VR voltage across the reference cell heater~V!
Vi , Vi 11 consecutive results of voltage measurement~V!
VIS voltage across the current measurement resi

in the sample cell circuit~V!
VIR voltage across the current measurement resi

in the reference cell circuit~V!
VSUP voltage of power supply~V!
w width of the heater strip~m!
a temperature coefficient of resistivity~K21!
aR temperature coefficient of resistivity of the re

erence cell heater~K21!
Dt time between two consecutive measureme

~samples! ~s!
DV differential voltage~V!
dCp fractional error ofCP

dCpSMP fractional error ofCP
SMP obtained by the differ-

ential method
dCpSMP

dif fractional error ofCP
SMP obtained by the differ-

ential method
dCpSMP

nondif fractional error ofCP
SMP obtained by the non

differential method
ddT/dt fractional error ofdT/dt
dVS fractional error ofVS

dVIS fractional error ofVIS

«dT/dt rms error~noise! of dT/dt ~K/s!
«T rms error~noise! of T ~K!
«V rms voltage error~noise! ~V!
«VS rms error~noise! of VS ~V!
«VIS rms error~noise! of VIS ~V!
«DV rms error~noise! of DV ~V!
s thermal conductivity~W m21 K21!
r specific density~kg/m3!
rMe specific density of the metallization~kg/m3!

rSiN specific density of the SiNx membrane~kg/m3!
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rSMP specific density of the sample kg/m3

tTD characteristic thermal diffusion time~s!
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